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1. lniroduction 
Art museum displays that safeguard statues， paintings， and other art objects against earthquakes are of 

great importance. Statues are especially prone to tumbling when su均ectedto strong seismic巴xcitation

becaus巴theircentl巴TSof gravity紅 ehigher compared to the position oftheir bases. 

Seismic resistance braces， vibration control devices， and seismic isolators have been primarily 
used in the past to prevent earthquake damage to buildings and residential houses. However， due to its 

small size， simplicity，阻daffordability， seismic isolation is considered to be a more巴ffectivemeasure 

in protecting small art 0対ectsresting on吐leflooc百leseismic isolator吻 consistsof a sliding or Tolling 

isolator， a side凶 swaymechanism with links， and且combinationofthese features. 

1n this study， the efficiency of a slide-plate type isolator attached to a stainless steel plate under 

a statue ped巴stalis experimentally verified by the shake-table testωlder a reIatively large vertical ana 

horizootal seismic excitation. To ensure a smooth slide， a Teflon sheet is appliea to the bottom surface 

of the sliding stainless steel plate. This slide-plate isolator is simply placed on the museum floor; 

h己立ce，it is considered the simplest ana the smallest de吋cewh己ncompared with conventional 

isolators. 1t also has the advantage ofbeing less obt:rusive， lowering the possibility ofmuseum visitors 

bぽ npinginto the pedestals. 

The application of s1ide-plate isolatc】rsto staωe pedestals was introduced after observing th且t

several sione statues displayed in the Getty Museum in Malibu全 Califomia，could have been pr訂正::nted

from f注lIingor getting damaged by sliding them on the floor when the Northridge earthquake occurred 

in Santa Monica on JanUa1γ17，1997‘ 

Many stl1dies on sJide isoJators were co 口ductedseveral decades ago in Japan for buildings (T. 

Sakata et a1. 1999; N. Igawa et aL 2009) and bridg巴structures(S‘Okamoto et aL 1995; H. Kan対iet a1. 

2006)， but few were conducted on musel1m art obリects.For museum display cases， shake-table iests 

were 戸市rmedin Canad旦(Neumhret a1. 2008) in which three musel1m display四 sesslid on 

hardwood flooring and c釘pet.The results showed that the seismic response depends on flooring 

material， contact conditions， and floor elevation ofthe building. 

Calio and Marl巴tta(2003) conducted further studies with an art object modeled as a rigid block 

sInlply supported on a pedestal with a visco-elastic device. 1n this studyヲnOlllinearequations ofmotion 

for the structllral modcl under seismic excIt乱tionwere derived with analvtical and numerIcaJ resu1ts. 

1n the 1995 Kobe earthqllake and the Ojiya earthquake 01'2004 near Chuetsu， both in Japan， a 

large vertica! excitation of about 800 gal was obselved. Few studies have been presented thus far on 

slid己isolationsubjecte.d ωvertical and horizontal seismic excitation. In our test， th巴efficiencyofthe 

slide-plate iso1ator is experimentally veriii巴dthrough shake-table t己stingunder the excitation of the 

vertical and horizontal seismic waves that were recorded simuitaneously in the Kobe and Ojiya 

earthquakes. 

Five diffi巴rentflooring materials actually used in the National Museum of Westem Art in Japan 

were replicated in the test and attached to the shake table by bolts. A statue pedestal model was pJaced 

unrestrained on the floor center、

The shake-table test of a simi1ar simple slide-plate isolation applied to buj]dings was introduced 

by E， Tachibana (2009) In which tHction coefficients， maxImum displacement， and residual displace凶

ment were used as domillant paramet号rs.This test reconmlends a preferred coefficient of friction 

arol1nd μヰ 0.2，which is d巴rivedfrom the conditions thatμlS su伍cienttylarge to be stationary during 

small-magnitude earthquakes and wind load， whileμis also sufficiently small to allow movement 
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during large-i11agn itude earthquakes with a maximum acc巴lerationof about 200 cm/sec'. For this 

purpose、stainlesssteel is recommended as a slide plate.引 lenthe slide plate was placed at the bottom 

of a three-stUlY building model and shake-tested， acceleration of every stOly indicates a 25% to 70% 

decrease合omthat of the building mod巴Iwithout a sliding isolator. 

It is interesting to note that tb号ma.Xlll111m1邸 ponseacceleration at the base oftbe bllilding model 

wiせ1the slide plate合 butno lubrication is 50% to 400% larger than that ofthe shake lable. When lhe 

slide明platetest with a very low coefficI巴ntof friction shows the maximum respollse acceleration at the 

base oftl日 buildingmodel to be 20% to 50% lower than that of the shakeねble.

2. Test Plan and Test Procedure 

2.1 Test Plan 

(1) Statue Pedestal Model and Sliding Plate 

The statue model used in our test is shown in Photo 1. A plaster bust 

model 535 mm high was bolted to a 1015-mrルhighpedωtal， resu1ting 
in a total height of 1550 111m (Figure 1). The pedestal model was 

assembled with four 100引 1m-Iongsteel legs welded to the u抑 erand 

lower st巴elplates. Th巴crosシsecti.onaldimension at the center of the 

pedestal model was 400 x 400 mm. Near the c巴nte巳sixteen16-m111-

thick steel plates were fixed as an equivalent weight so that the weight 

and the center of gravity became the s氾neas in the cas巴ofanactual 

statue. 

τもeslide plate was made of stainless steel (900 x 900 x 5 rrun) and 

was bolted to the bottom ofthe pedestaI model as shown in Photo 1. 

A 3-mm“thick Teflon sheet was a'仕乱chedto the bo杖omsurface of the 

Photo 1 
Pedestal Model with Slide 
Plate IsoJator 

sliding plate. The whole pedestal model weighed 332 kg; the center of gravity was 600 mm合omthe 

bottoll1‘ 

(2) Flooring Material 

The five types of flooring used In {)ぽ t剖-hard -wood， hard rubber tile， linoleum， carpet tile骨 and

ceramic tile - are all used presently in the National Museum ofWestem Art in Japan. Each flooring 

守pew路島cedto a 2.7 m x 2フmx 12 mm plywood declc， wmch was bolted to the shake table. The 
pedesta1model was placed on the center of the flooring deck as shown in Photo 2. 

Figure 1 
Dimensions of Pedest証i
Model (mm) 

。)Shake Table 

For our experiment， the shake table was newly 
designed and fabricated at th邑SeismicResistant 

Experiment Center， Aichi Institute of T，巴chnol-

ogy in Japan. The shake table employed two 250 

kl'! MTS dynamic actuators for simultaneous 

vertical and horizontal excitatiOll and was abl巴to

shake an object weighing 5 tf (Photo 2). 

The shake table had double-deck stceJ 

frames that were bllilt with r01l巴ふanふelectriか

welded square section 3t巴eltubes with a cross-

sectional size of200 x 200 mrn. The upper合ame

(Flgu問 2(a))had a 3.5 x 3.5 m plane ar回 and
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(b)Plane View 

Photo 2 Shake Table and Pedestal Model 



weighed 1960 kg. It was supported by four 500-mm vertical Iods connecied to the 10wer frame. The 

other ends ofthese rods were connected to L-shaped links that transferred horizontal force to vertical 

force by a second actuator placed on the lower deck. 

The lower ii'ame (Figure 2(b))， which measured 2.7 x 3.7 m and weighed 1730 kg今 was

moullted on linear rails wIth roller bearings and could move only in a horizontal directi.on‘There-

fore， the upper and lower frames could move together horizontally with the same al11plitude and the 
upper frame could simultaneously driv巴 vertically.By introducing this mechanism， deep pit 

construction to install a long actuator v巴rticallywas avoided. 
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(a) Dimensions 01 Upper Frame (mm) 

Figure 2 Shape 01 Sh昌keTab!e and its Dimensions 

(b) Dimensiolls 01 Lower Frame (mm) 

(4) Seisrnic Acceleration Dafa 

Seismic acceleratioll data recorded in two sites are used in the 民st.During the Hyogo-ken Nanbu 

earthquake in 1995 (also known as the Kob巴earthquake)，the Japan Meteorological Agency (おfA)

recordedpe討(accelerationsof 820 gal horizontally and 333 gal vertically. The other data are taken 

from the 2004 Niigata-ken Chuetu earthquake晶 1nOjiya， the JMA recorded peak accelerations of 

1140 gal horizontally and 818 gal verticaIly. Though the seisl11ic w証vedata are provided as accele!耳ー

tion， thes芭 dataare differentIated twice to drivc the actuators， which require displacement data. 

Moreover， the high-and low輸 fyequcncyregions of the original data wer巴removedfor the sake of 

smooth mov巴mentof the actuato[s. For comparison， the acceleration data， which was calculated 
again by integratillg the processed displacemcllt data， are illustrated in Figure 3 with a legend of 

“original" together with the measured acceleration data. The spectrum diagrams of the re-created 

acceleration data are shown in Figure 4 
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2.2 Test Procedure 

(1) Measurement of Acceleration and Displacement 

The pedestal model was placed at the center ofthe floor， which has an area of2.7 x 2.7 m (Photo 2， 

Figure目。 Fouraccelerometers that can measure a maximul11 of 10 gal in the three orthogonal 

directions and a lasel正lisplacel11entmeter to measure horizontal direction displacement were placed 

at the lower end ofthe shake tabk‘s uppcr frame. 

(2) Sbake-Test Components 

The N-S cOl11ponents of the seismic acceleration 

data， which indicate maximum values between two 

horizontal components N-S and E-W at both study 

sites， were selected and used to shake simultane-

。usly¥vith the vertical w乱vecomponents 

3. Test Resu]ts and Considerations 

3.1 Results from Visual Observation 

As a result of all shake時 tabletests conducted with 

simul回ncousexcitation in both vertical and horizon-

tal directions， it is evidcnt through visu丘lobserva-

tion thatラ despitevigorous vibratioll， the slide-plateザpeisolatioll adopted her巴 cxhibitedsteady 

behavior; 110 jumping or ov剖 urningwas observed. It is cOllfirmed th昌tthis isolator如 lctioned

effectively. 

3.2 Measurement Results 

。fAccelerometer 
τ11巴 measuredacceleration of 

the pedeιtals on cach f100ring 

surface is d巴pictedin Figure 6 

(a) to (e) in which veliical and 

horizontal axes indicat巴 height

of each accelerometer and 

acceleratiun response magnifi司

cation n0n11alized by shake-

table acceleratioll， respectively 

ηl巴boldsolid and broken lines 

reprcsent North-South(NS) and 

up-down何D)dir巴ctIonsfor 

Kobe， and the thin solid and 

broken lines exhibit NS and 

UD directions for 0リちra，respec-

tively. 
It can be gen巴rallysaId 

that the responses of seismic 

waves at Ojiya are larger than 

thosc of Kobe_ lf the ped巴stal

model has no slidillg plate， the 

acceler七ttion response may 

enlarge with the location of 

height. If the pedestal model 

does have a sliding plate， the 
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Figure 6 Acceleration Response Ma.宮nificationlor Each Floor Material 

Table 1 Pedestal Base Acceleration (m/s合)and Acceleration Response 
Magnification 

Flooring Material Kobe (Ns)1 Kob白(UD)Ojiya(NS) Ojiya(UD) 

No.1 i Ceramic Tile I 8.6(0.71) i 3.2(1.03) 1 9.9(1.46) 

No.2 i Rubber Tile 1 8.1 (0_91) i 3.4(1.89) 1 9.9(1.78) 

No.3lLinoleul11 18.2(0.81) i 3、0(1.15)I 9.8(1.27) 

No.4 i Hardwood Flo一oring一同[82 (( 00一9824)j一 1ω(一1.23) 

No.5 Carpet Tile I 8.0 (0.84) i 3.1 (1.09) I 9.9 (1.58) 

1・esponsemagnifications訂 erestrained witlun a value of about two， except at the top of the bust 

model for ceramic tile and cぉpettile at Ojiya (Figure 6). 

Table 1 summarIzes the peak response acceleration ofth巴pedestalmodels and their response 

magnification to the shake tablc (indicated in parellthesis .in the table) for the five f100ring materials. 

lt can be scen in Table 1 that the measured peak accclerations are almost thc samc among the dif向、

邑ntf100ring materials. As seen in Figure 6 and in the values in parcnthesis ;n Table 1， the accelera“ 

tion rωpOllse magnification at the base of the pedestal model becomes greater than one， with the 

exc巴ptionof Ojiyaο.JS). This indicates that the accelcration responsc of the pedestal base Is greater 
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than that ofthe shake table. 

Though such ph己nomenacannot be considered f01 

isolated objects， as mentioned in the introduction， similぽ
results wer巴 presentedin a study conducted by E 

Tachibana (2009) in which three-story buildings were 

shake抽 tabletested with a slide isolator. In Figure 7， the 

vertical axis indicates the maximum acceleration response 

at each floor level， and the horizontaI axis represents the 

corresponding acceleration response. The solid lines show 

the base of th巴 buildingfixed to the table; the thin solid 

line shows the slide isolated without lubricant; th巴broken

lines show the slide isolated with lubricant. As depicted in 

Figure 7， the maximum acceleration response of the 

building with the slide isolator is smaller in every storγ 

than that of the building without the slid巴isolator，which 

resulted in a 25% to 70% decrease ofthe latte1'. 

Howeve1'， at the base of the building in Figure 7， it 

appears that the maximum acceleration response of the buildings with the slide isolator without 

lubrication shows an increase 60% to 400% greater than that of the building without the isolator二

which is same as the value in the shake table. The author's test results show th巴 samediscrepancy 

On the other hand，出 thecase of the building with a lubricatξd slide isolator， the acceleration 

responses decr巴aseby 5% to 50% from that ofthe fixed building case， as is expected. 

It can b巴recognizedII'orn the results of these two experim吉ntsthat when the friction of the 

slide isolator is sufflciently larger thal1 the specified value， it is possible that the response aじcelera-

tIOIl ofthe base positioIl ofthe structure with the slide isolatol' shows且valuclarger than that of the 

shake tabJe itself.目

Though it cannot account for this behavior cl巴arly，it may be assumed that a sudden change in 

the coefficient of friction takes place when th巴 shake-tablel110vement changes to the opposite 

direction. The pedestal model also changes its direction just after instant且neouszero velocity. 

Moreover， as seen in Figure 7ラ ev切 iftheresponse acceleration at the base ofthe building model is 

larger than that of the shake table， the acceleration of the upper part of the building model remains 

equal to 01' smaller than that of the building without isolation. This implies that the isolator functions 

effectively despite tbe magnitude ofbase acceleration. 

3.3 ReJationship Beiween Displacement Amplitudc and Coefficiclli of f'riction 
τhe displacement of a structure with a slide isolator will 

generally decrease with an increase in magnitud巴 ofthe slide 

plate coefficient of friction. ln other words， the displacement 

amplihlde is likely in inverse proportion to the coefflcient of 

釘ction.

Table 2 summarizes the horizontal maximum and 

minin11.lm displacement +-Öm，.~; displacement amplitude OA， 

which is observed by the video imagc during巴xcitation;and the 

cocfficient of friction of the plateμduring Ojiya seismic excita-

tionおreachofth巴testedfloor materials. 

Figure 8 shows the relationship betweeIl displacement 

amplihldεand th巴coefficientof frjction. It is found from this 

figure that there 15 a reverse proportional relationship betw巴巴n

both param巴ters.The displacement amplitude 8A shows a larger 

value with the material presented in the order of Table 2; the 

coefficient of friction is in reverse order. The coe伍cientof 

friction is obtained by measurement prio1' to the shake-table test. 

The test 1'esults， as was anticipat巴d，show that白巴 ped己stal

model produces a larg巴displacementalong with a small coe妊L

cient of仕iction.Though the coe鉛cielltofhard回 woodflooring is 

not measuredヨitis昌ssumedto be about 0.135 in this graph by 

applying the displacement amplitude of 260 mm obtained frorn 

shake-table test闘

Figure 7 Maximum Acceleration Magnification at Each Floor In the Shake-
Table Test lor Three-Story Building Model with Base-Slide Isolator 

Table 2 Horizontal Displacement 01 Pedestal omax， Displacement 
Amplitude OA， Residual Displacement OR， and Coe行icient01 
Friction μ(Ior Ojiya Seismic Wave) 
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¥Vhen the pedestal does not tumbleラ itshou1d have a small displa目立1号ntamplitude in order to 

avoid collision with museum visItors. Therefore， it is better to have a large coefficient of friction 

between the i100ring and the sliding plate. For examp1e， ifthe displacement amplitude is desired ωbe 

1ess tllan 400 mmおrvisitors' safety， a coefficient of friction greater th拍 0.12is required (Figure 8). 

On the other hand， if the coetTIcient of frictioll is small， the sliding displacement wil1 increase， and， 
consequently， visitors may bump into t11e pedestal. 111 the shake-匂blete8t in which the maximum leve1 

of seismic acceleration is applied horizontally and vertically at the same time， the maximum disp1ac巴

ment of 400 mrn occurred for the cerarnic ti1e， whicb is the rnost slippery i1ooring. A disp1acement of 

this level rnay not b巴signi五cantbecause the distance between statues and visitors is generally at least 

1 m. It may be important， however， to realize the possibility that maximum displacement fo1' all 

i100ring materials could occur in museums during severe earthquakes. 

京市己nthe coefficient of企ictionof the slid巴platebecomes 1丘rgerthan a certain level， rocking or 

tumbling may happen， though the slide displacement becomes 5ma11. This critica1 va1ue of friction 

depends on the plate's coefficient of尉ction舎thesize of the sliding plat巴， t11e weight of the p巴destal，

and thc height of ît~ center of gravity.官1erelationship among them us well as the conditions to initiate 

rocking is su句ectfor furth巴rinvcstigation; moreover， the eftects of vertical seIsnuc excitation and 

otheτscismic wave data， sliding material other than Tei1on， and the d巴velopmentof mnnerical analysis 

methods are also subjects for lU匂restudies. 

Frorn our test results， it is evid叩 tthat the slid己-plateisolator with a Teflon sh己etat the bottom of 

the plate has worked effec1Ively under strong， simultaneous vertical and horizontal s巴ismicexcitation 

for the five different i100ring mat巴rialsused in the museum. lf the coefficient of企ictionis 1創 ge，t11号

pedesta1 will begin rocking and tilting.羽生enapplying vertical excitation to the p巴destalin such a 

condition， it 1S evident that the p巴destal¥えrilllikelytumble， which may cause damage to the art object 

and haml to visitors. 

4. Summary and Conclusions 
1n this study， the simplest slide-plat巴Isolatorfor a museum pedestal is proposed， and its s巴ismic

efficiency was clarified through a sl1且ke-tabletest under simuJtaneous vertical and horizontal excita-

tion using rec巴ntlyrecord巳dacceler且tiondata in Japan. Th巴slide-plateisolator COllsIsts of a single‘ 

thin stainless steel plate with a Tef10n sheet at the bottom of its surface. It is expected to be 1ess of 

釦 obstruction，which rnuseum visitors should appreciate. The folJowing is a sum111ary of our te8t 

results; 

1) For shake-iable testing， a shake t乱.blewas newly designed and fabricated. The shake-table was 

oscillated in vertical and horizontal directions simultaneously using the greatest magnitude 

acceleration data ofhorなontal(1200 gal) and vertical (800 gal) Il10vement ever recorded， which 

occurred during the Kobe (1995) and Chuetsu， Niigata， (2004) earthquake. 

2) It is cIarified合omthe shake-t註bletest that the proposed slide-plate iso1ator functions well for 

the five diff巴rentf100ring materials presently used in the National1¥1useum ofWestem Al't in 

Japan. The ped巴stal1110del with slide isolator performed stably without rocking or tumbling 

down under the study's strong seismic拭 citation.

3) The muximum acc巴lerationresponse at the base of the pedestal with the slide isolator shows 

greater mah'11itude than that oft11e shake tabJe， which is contraηto ex:pectatiol1s. It is interesting 

to note that a large coefficient of frictiol1 of tl1e slide plate allows this phenomenon to take place‘ 

The te8t result agrees with data presented by other res四.rchers.The 1四 S011for this is not 

uccounted for at this time， but it is assumed that the dynamic coe笠icientoffric1Ion ofthe sliding 

plate suddenly changes with the change in direction of the shake table， where the 1110vem叩 t

stops instantaneously. 

4) The displacement amplitude of the pedestal on each f100ring materiaI during shaking is 

measured by vi正leo.The coefficients offriction品11l0ngthe pedestal with the sliding plate and the 

five different i100ring materials are measured prior to shake-table testing with values ranging 

from 0.12 to 0.15. Illustrating the relationship ofthe coefficients offriction and the displacernent 

amplitudes for the seismic wave at Ojiya， which showed the maxirnul11 magnitude of vertical 
acceleration ever recorded in Japan， an inverse proportional smooth curve emerges at the point 

where the displacement arnplitudes are changed from 380 111m to 180 rnm along with the change 

in the coeff・icientof friction frorn a smaller va1ue to a larger 011e. 
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5) The maximum displacement amplitude of 380 mm  is prodl.lced on the ceramic tile， which has 
the lowest value of coefficient of friction μ= 0.12. On the other hand， the minimum displace-
ment of 180 mm  is recorded fo1' the carpet tile， whose coefficient of friction isμ= 0.15. The 

coefficient offIIction ofhardwood， whose value was not measured previously， is assumed to be 

μ= 0.134 by introducing its displacemellt amplitude of265 mm into the curve estab!ished from 

the experiment 

6) During the shake-table test， bouncillg of th巴modelis not observed despite very strong seismic 

excitation. Th志向fore，the eIIとctof vertical seismic excitation on the pedestal with the slide 

isolator is considered to b巴 smallin this experiment. This is because ofthe smooth slide ofth号

isolator， which did not allO¥v the pedestalmodel to tilt during excitation. If a tilted model experi-

ences a vertical forceョthismodel may easily increase its il1cline following overtum. 

7) When the coefficient offrIction ofthe sliding plat邑issmall， the sliding distanc巴islarge， result-

ing in a possible collision ofvisitors with th巴pedestaLFrom the shake-table test that llsed !arge 

seismic data， though the 1恐慌imllmdisplacement of 400 mm  occtrrred on ceramic tile， it m乱ynot

be considered a serious prob1em because the distance 1隠れミ冷envisitors alld statues is gener且lly

at leぉ t1 m. It is important to contain the maximum displacement of the statues with slide 

isolators on di位 rentf100ring materials in museums on the supposition of severe叩 thq凶 ces.

8) ，悶lellth巴coefficientof企ictionofthe slide plate becomes larger than a certain value， rocking or 

ov宮武urr山19may occur even though the slide displacement decreases.百lecritical ，叫ueofthe 

coefficient offriction that callses rocking may depend on the coefficient of耐ctionof the materi-

als， the size of slide plate， the weight ofped巴stal，and its height and seismic characteristics. It is 

easily assumed that the venical seismie motion becomes sIgnificant ifrocking starts. The issues 

that ref(巴rto the rocking are sllbjects for future study. 

There are many museums in Japan， and their displayed or stored訂tobj古ctslleed protectioll against 

severe earthguakes. But budget restrictions have prevellted proper management thus far. Therefore， 

iflow-cost， simpl巴， and effective isolator devices are proposed， many museums may illtroduce them 

to protect their ass巴ts.
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